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COVID-19 and Me
Presentation for Kindergarten Academy

June 2021
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Objectives

• Review what we know about general sources of 
anxiety

• Discuss how the pandemic brought/brings about 
additional anxieties 

• Explore how the additional coping skills identified 
can be embedded into classroom management

• Explore the emotional responses based on the 
proximity of the person to the illness itself and the 
personal ramifications of the results of the illness

• Discuss the impact of existing mental and physical 
long-term health issues when facing the impact of 
COVID-19 

• Discuss how to create a safe and positive 
classroom environment
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Kindergarten 
2025
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Pre-COVID-19 Sources of Anxiety

Pre COVID-19-Adults
Feeling unsafe-physically and 
emotionally
Uncertainty about the future
Lack of economic stability 
Concerns about health
Lack of physical security (stable 
dwelling)
Uncertainty of meaningful 
relationships
Caring for others in the family

Pre COVID-19-Children
Physically or emotionally abusive 
parent
Unsure as where they will be on a daily 
basis
Lack of food and basics on a consistent 
basis
No stable “protector” in their lives
Lack of a daily routine
Assuming responsibilities that are 
inappropriate for their age
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Post-COVID-19 Sources of Anxiety

Adults
Heighten concerns about economic 
security-loss of employment
Essential employee-first responder
Health-passing virus if you are 
asymptomatic to loved one/ become ill 
with the virus
Heighten exposure to domestic violence
Social distancing-shelter in place
New feelings of inadequacy
Change in hygiene habits/routines
Recovery from COVID and side effects

Children
Heightened concerns about food

Heightened exposure to physical and/or 
emotional abuse in the home by parents 
and other family members
Concerns about getting sick
Social distancing
Boredom-lack of brain stimulation
Loss of privileges
Concern about starting school at a higher 
level of anxiety than normal
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Anxiety + 
Existing 
Medical 
Conditions

• What if you are diagnosed /under a doctor’s care 
with a mental illness prior to the pandemic?

• What if you are a diabetic? High blood pressure?
• What if you have a heart condition? Cancer? 

Lupus ?
• What if you are over 65 years of age?

• What if you are pregnant?
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How Does 
Anxiety 

Physically 
Manifest 

Itself?

• Change in sleep patterns

• Change in eating habits

• Stomach aches

• Chest pains

• Apathy

• Lack of energy/jittery

• Emotional

• Loss of patience

• Increase in blood pressure
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Breakout Rooms
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Ways to 
Relieve Stress

Label your feelings

Identify what you can and cannot control

Make a plan

Do something fun

Take a break from the news

Focus on gratitude

Think of one thing to do to be helpful

Exercise/ Scream in the Backyard
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So.. What Does this Have to Do with
Teaching?

What are ways you 
can establishing a 
safe and nurturing 
classroom on 
“Maslow’s” hierarchy 
of needs:
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Breakout Rooms

This Photoby Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA
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Looking at Getting Ready for School 
Checklist
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https://www.flickr.com/photos/sackton/7580307812
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
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Break
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Breakout Rooms
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Requirements for Educational Materials in MDE 
Kindergarten Guidelines

• New Set-Up: The initial expenditure for any new equipment, instructional 
materials and consumable supplies shall be adequate to equip a classroom 
of a maximum of 27 five-year-old children. Classroom teachers should 
select instructional materials that are most suited for their classrooms and 
the developmental needs of their students.

• Continued Support:  The school district shall spend a minimum of $1,000 
per kindergarten classroom to replenish the consumable supplies and 
instructional materials at least once per year. This money is in addition to 
the Educational Enhancement Fund monies allocated to each teacher. 

• Students should have regular access to technology
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LUNCH 
BREAK

This Photoby Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA-NC
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Addressing Challenges and Solutions: The 
First Six Weeks of School

Possible challenges:
• Anxiety about being in a new 

place
• Fearful about getting COVID
• Over stimulated about being in 

a classroom with other children 
and materials
• Adjustment to a new routine
• Riding the school bus for the 

first time

• Brainstorming solutions in small 
groups-breakout
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Breakout Rooms
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http://boingboing.net/2012/04/30/gallery-of-cute-lunches-that-h.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/
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The Role of the Family in Providing Information 
that Helps Establishing a Positive Teacher: Child 

Relationship
• Explanation to families as to 

why some questions are being 
asked prior to school starting 
(Concerns about the impact of 
COVID on their wellbeing)
• Access to communication to 

families must be considered in 
making “reach-out” plans
• Make your questions concise 

and try avoid getting off topic

• What you need to know:
How can you tell if your child is 
getting upset?
How does your child manage 
feelings of fear, anxiety or anger?
What makes your child feel 
safe/calm when they are upset?
Are there any other things we 
need to know?
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Teaching and Practicing Strategies for 
Establishing a Calm and Nurturing Environment
• Why is a safe, nurturing and happy classroom especially important 

when in-person school starts this fall?
• How can teachers support parents in ensuring that happens?
• What supports do teachers have to give to help them achieve a safe, 

nurturing and happy classroom?
• What safety rules are non-negotiable and must be built into the 

classroom routine?
• How do school administrators contribute to a safe, nurturing and 

happy classroom when in-person school starts this fall?
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Breakout Rooms
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Basic Strategies for Classroom 
Stress/Anxiety Management

• Talk to children and voice the obvious-we have been through scary times, 
but we know things we are doing will keep us safe and healthy in the 
classroom and we all have to learn and do those things

• Act to address any potential flare-ups between children before they 
become issues-”nip in the bud” utilize distraction strategies
• Listen to the children in conversations with their peers and 

in conversation with you for misguided fears, incorrect information 
and bullying other students so their behaviors can be addressed
• Learn all about the virus and side effects from reputable medical sources 

and how the months of confinement can impact the teachers, school 
administrators and children
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What is Trauma Informed Instruction?

• What does it mean?

Trauma informed instruction is a strategy that includes how to prepare 
children for unpleasant events in life, change and extreme lack of trust 
issues between the child and any adult figure that is viewed as an authority.
Types of trauma impact children in different ways and can alter behavior 
months after the trauma is experienced.

Certain events , called “triggers: can create feelings of trauma many months 
after the trauma occurred which results in trauma fueled behaviors.

The instructional tips provided serve as a guide for teachers and parents to 
help children cope with trauma in positive ways.
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Components of Trauma Informed Instruction
• Building adult resilience must come first in order to model for children to see what it looks and 

sounds like.
The Deveraux Foundation has identified four key elements to adult resilience:

The strength of your relationships
The positivity of your beliefs about yourself and your abilities
Your ability to make positive decisions and act on them
Your ability to experience and communicate a wide range of feelings in a healthy way

• Support all children’s resilience and provide extra support to some
Provide low risk opportunities for success
Provide additional time if needed for a child to complete their assignment

• Cultivate children’s attachment, initiative and self-regulation by:
Helping children develop attachment, initiative and self-regulation

S o u rce : In te ra c tio n s a t th e  H e a rt o f H e a lin g , T e a c h sto n e , 2 0 2 0 .
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Developing Relationship Equity

• Set focus on relationship equity rather than relationship equality
• Assess how connected you as the teacher are to the children
• Banking Time is a set of techniques designed to strengthen educator-child 

relationships through short but somewhat frequent one-on-one sessions. 
The purpose is to build a relationship with a child.
• Observation of the child in various situations

• Narrate what the child is doing during “banking time”
• Label child’s emotions for them (ex. I see you are sad. Let’s talk about it.)

• Establish a relational connection. (ex. I really like the way you were the line 
leader today. You kept us in good order.)
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Outcomes of Trauma Informed Instruction

Healthy Attachment refers to a child’s ability to promote and maintain 
mutual, positive connections with other children and significant adults

Initiative refers to a child’s ability to use independent thought and 
action to meet his or her needs

Self-Regulation refers to a child’s ability to express their emotions and 
manage behaviors in healthy ways
Source: Interactions at the H eart of H ealing Teachstone, 2020
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Let's Talk Yoga as One Tool for Reducing 
Classroom Stress

https://www.youtube.com

/watch?v=LhYtcadR9nw
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LhYtcadR9nw
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Using Movements to Reduce Stress

1. A GRATEFUL GIRAFFE 
RETURNS TO THE WILD.
• Stand tall in Mountain Pose, 

look up, take your arms straight 
up to the sky, and touch your 
palms together. Pretend your 
arms are the long neck of a 
giraffe.

https://www.kidsyogastories.com
/emotions-yoga/
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More Examples…

• A FRUSTRATED FROG CAN’T 
CATCH A FLY.
• Come down to a squat with your 

knees apart and your arms 
between your knees. Touch your 
hands to the ground. Jump up 
like a frog trying to catch a fly 
and then come back to a squat 
position.

https://www.kidsyogastories.com
/emotions-yoga/
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DEEP BREATHING USING PROPS
• USE BUBBLES

• Blowing gently to create bubbles is a good way to be playful and breathe deeply. Kids have to blow carefully 
and slowly to make the bubbles, which is a major reason why it is used to help kids take deep breaths.

• USE A STUFFED ANIMAL TO PRACTICE DEEP BREATHING

• Have the children lay down on their back and put a lightweight object on their belly. Have them breathe in 
and move the object up, then breathe out and bring the object back down. This helps teach children to use 
their belly to take big deep breaths.

• USE A PINWHEEL

• Kids can practice breathing out slowly or more quickly, using the speed of the pinwheel as a measure. Then 
they can figure out which way works and feels best for them.

• https://copingskillsforkids.com/deep-breathing-exercises-for-kids
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Reducing Anxiety/Anger through Breathing 
Activities
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Tess Johnson: Tiny Toes Yoga at 
Willie Price Lab Pre-School
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Questions
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Contact Information

Dr. Cathy Grace

Co-Director, Graduate Center for the Study of 
Early Learning

cwgrace@olemiss.edu
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